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To find what you’re looking for 

The range of truck bodies available today can be confusing for many. Thanks to the structure of our website, you can quickly and 
easily access content tailored to you. 

Its Responsive Design will adapt to your mobile support to enhance your experience. 

Whether you want to shop for your dry or refrigerated truck body, choose your accessories, peruse through the photo gallery, view 
one of the many videos available, look through our Careers section and its job offers, or browse for support, resources or additional 
information, opt for the TRANSIT website.

Appreciate the sleek design 

To maximize your experience, we have created a friendly and uncluttered website designed to help you find the solutions that 
are tailored to you. Its content is constantly updated and displayed clearly to help you find your way through the many solutions 
available. 

Maximize your search 

If you do not know where to find what you are looking for, our site search function (     ) 
is designed to help you find what you need quickly, right at your fingertips.

Enjoy direct access 

Our products carousel, like our header tabs, allows you to browse the full 
range that we offer and easily obtain additional information about the various 
products.

Visit our Truck Bodies Gallery

Visualize the truck body that meets your specific needs, on the desired 
truck chassis brand. Access the gallery in one of three ways, by clicking 
on: 

1. the Truck Bodies Gallery button available in the header;
2. the logo of the truck brand chosen on the home page;
3. the Truck Bodies Gallery button located in the red banner;
4. the View Gallery button available on the pages of the bodies offered.

Enrich yourselves 

Take advantage of an inexhaustible source of information on the truck body world 
by visiting the Transit Bulletins & News section. And if you want to know more 
about us, check out our About Us page. 

Save time 

Get a summary of all the topics available on our website in the footer. 

And join our team directly online, by filling out one of the following forms:
• Request a Quote 
• Request an Appointment  

Follow us  

Stay even more informed by subscribing to our newsletter. Also take advantage of 
our social networking sites to stay connected. You just need to click on one of the 
fields or icons located in the footer.

Discover another kind of truck body!
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